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Welcome
I’m sure that whatever your affinity with the Club, you’ll be watching the increased Covid cases – and
subsequent restrictions on movements – with a sinking feeling. Will our show go ahead in February? The
omens are not good at all, though we haven’t taken a formal decision quite yet. I aim to convene a Committee
meeting soon, at which we shall also need to determine our actions for the AGM, due in November.
And so, to other important news. With great regret, I announce my resignation from my position as Chairman
and from the Committee of the EBMRS, once due process is fulfilled for a replacement.
For the record, this is simply due to an impending house move away from the area. It would inevitably impinge
on my ability to continue to serve the EBMRS, something I have always striven to do to the best of my limited
ability, and I have thoroughly enjoyed it. Thank you for supporting me.
I’ll not quite have managed Bern’s length of Chairmanship, but in the almost 5 years in the position I’ve
overseen, Bern handed over a position of increased membership which we’ve maintained, there’s a whole new
constitution, regular Committee meetings and AGM, and some good model railway shows.
I will hand over at a difficult time; Covid-19 is having a big impact on people’s lives, and model railways will fall
down the pecking order for a time. But I also stand by the view that it has increased importance for our mental
well-being, and the benefits of belonging to a club, the banter and camaraderie – even from afar – can’t be
over-emphasised. I hope for all of you, whoever steps in, that that sense of belonging continues or grows.
I do intend to remain a Full Member, and hope to remain involved in some way. You can take Alan out of
Bedfordshire, but you can’t take EBMRS out of Alan. If I can manage to attend show days, I will, and I hope to
continue to support with the Newsletter in some way.
I sincerely hope you all continue to support and be involved with the Club, with my very best wishes
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes:
Layouts:
Timetable:
Members’ Matters:
Feature:
Traffic:
Notice Board:
And Finally:

Updates on activities
The latest updates for each
Club calendar and event listings
A Kirk Gresley Buffet Car – making a start – Alan Cooper
Constructing Model Buildings – A Quick Guide
Notes on the local rail scene.
Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
An eBay find

The Picture Pannier 3796 is seen shunting the yard at Bovey Tracey, on the Moretonhampstead branch.
‘Yard’ may be a bit overly grand, as there were just 2 sidings, the goods shed siding being behind the
photographer. 3796 is a Collett 57xx Pannier Tank, built at Swindon in November 1938. She was based at
Newton Abbott for at least 10 years until 1963, before being sent to South Wales for the last 2 years of her life.
With permission, Syd Sponheimer, Cornwall Railway Society

Alan Cooper
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CLUB NOTES
Committee, the EBMRS and other shows
The Committee continues to correspond regarding items affecting the club.
The following are ongoing, much is the same as reported in the last Newsletter
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Sandy Roundabout Club is open for business but with controlled access, requiring a oneway access/exit, and signing-in for track & trace.
Non-members were allowed access for a
time, but this permission has once again been withdrawn.
EBMRS has restricted access to the club room to 3 or 4 people with specific work to do on
layouts, with mandatory face coverings. This has been ongoing for a few weeks, managed on
a week-by-week basis between those who normally attend regularly.
2021 Show considerations:
o There remains no news on mass gatherings (sports attendance has been deferred)
o The school may either have a different set-up for us to adhere to, or even decline our
booking
o Our insurers may decline to insure the show, or make terms excessive
o The show operates exclusively on cash, will that be an issue?
o The position for distancing and face-covering requirements
o Will traders, exhibitors and punters be willing to attend?
o We will need to consider a go/no go for the show very soon
o Flyers for 2021; as there’s no shows to distribute them to, they can wait until we are
certain of our position.
o Dick has our show plans on hold for now, whilst we await some definitive news we can
work with.
The CMRA is examining costs and one area for review is the ongoing storage of show equipment
at the Welwyn garages. This has obvious implications for how we manage punters at the show.
Kettering Model Railway Club were interested in organising a regional quiz evening, railway
themed of course, but nothing will be arranged this year.
The roof leak hasn’t provided too great a challenge thus far, for which I’m grateful, as the
prospects of us being able to organise any remedial work seems quite remote at present.
All shows scheduled this year continue to be cancelled, and we’re seeing the first decisions to
cancel 2021 shows coming through – I’m aware of both Glasgow (February) and Leamington
(March), amongst some others.

Other news
Either it’s Covid 19 restrictions being observed, or
Alan Burkinshaw has been in the room (!)

Alan Cooper
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHN’S WOOD
Work on Finchley has increased because of the restrictions –
there are fewer interruptions, with some work being done at
home too. Bern has taken home boards BBG and BBH (the
first two scenic boards at the Broad Street end) to work on
replacing the 3rd & 4th rails. This is fiddly, utilising the brass
gauges turned up by Steve Browne, and not all the original
rail is re-usable.

Meanwhile Jim took home the two corner boards for the
fiddle yard, BBU and BBZ and has beavered away at the
electrics – Jim provided me the following update earlier this
quarter, which I’ve edited slightly to make more sense to a
wider audience:
This is board BBU. As you can see there is a diagonal brace,
inevitably I’ve had to move the batten to the invisible side to
fit one of the point motors.

Unusually for Finchley there is no
obvious need for wiring except on the
side where the point motors are!
Tomorrow I’m going to fit a diagonal
brace between two clusters of point
motors. We later decide whether to put
a brace to the other corner.

•

•

•

I have (Board BBU)
• Done all the electrical gapping, one
area to do when I dismount the board
from my workmate!
• Reviewed all the trackwork and
soldered more of the sleepers to
stabilise trackwork but there will be quite a lot of soldering missing and several areas where
remedial work is required, all marked.
All tie bars and point motors fitted. They will need fettling as I’ve not got any way to test
gauge and through running. At least they all work although two seem rather ‘jerky’ for some
reason. Not being a trackwork person I’ve no idea what to do about that.
Bracing done, tie bars all fitted, point motors all fitted, wiring complete except for four rail
connections left as the rail needs replacing to close a very large gap. Hence I expect to start
on BBZ tomorrow.
On a less bright note lots of trackwork remedials required on BBU, too many to mark as many
sleepers have not been soldered, rail ends are floating about, sleeper mixes have resulted in
some lovely steps, I don’t have the expertise or gauges to remedy these!

(Board BBZ)
Alan Cooper
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• Even better news BBZ is the best track I’ve seen on a board to date! Electrical gapping nearly
all done I’ll start on the tie bars and point motors tomorrow. Oh yes I need to fit a second
strengthener but the existing one needs no modification.

Track laying progress
We have a complex element of track that crosses a baseboard join, and a decision was made to put a
solid plate of copperclad under the area. The theory is that when soldered it will maximise the
strength we can give for what is a delicate area.
The picture shows the work done so far, and the sleeper
positions of been simply marked with a felt tip pen pending
further treatment. This is expected to be a thin layer of
suitable material glued in the sleeper positions, with a
smattering of fine ballast in between. A test piece
demonstrated the suitability of this approach. At this point
we still need to work through the electrical gapping of the
copperclad, which is deferred for now while we work through
the fiddle yard boards.

Since we resumed limited access to the club, Michael and me have focused on boards BBV and BBW for
the fiddle yard. The original track laying with copperclad had resulted in tracks not being entirely
parallel, and with only a minimum gap for using loco lifts, so a decision was made to remove the plain
track and use Peco code 75. Michael donated a number of lengths to the club, which have come in
very useful indeed – thanks, Michael!
Removing the sleepers wasn’t too bad, with very little damage to the cork underlay, and only a light
sanding needed to remove bits of glue. However, we did have copperclad strips across board ends
which turned out to be the wrong thickness (we have stocks of 1.06mm and 1.6mm at the club). We
took out the wrong stuff which needed much more of a repair to the cork surface, the holes being
backfilled with a mix of PVA and fine sawdust. This again needed a sanding down the following week,
but at least it’s done now and the correct copperclad is in place. Having got that far it has allowed us
to make greater progress. We’ve used a paper template for the fiddle boards to make sure all the
tracks are at 52mm centres, and a Tracksetta tool and a 1m ruler to make sure the tracks are laid
straight. Michael has recently laid the last bits for BBW, whilst I’ve been reviewing the points on BBV.
The points on BBV. If you have a long memory, you’ll recall that the points were built by a number
of people off-board to fit later. It was a promising way forward at the time, but has not proved ideal
in practice. If we were to try this again I’d insist on greater quality control, but I shan’t dwell on the
matter too much and no-one is to blame – but learn from it! The issues are basically that of
geometry. Some of the curvature has been a little wayward, and some of the crossing frogs are out
of line.
My whole purpose, therefore, of this following review is to highlight the worth of (a) having a go –
because you learn, and (b) to give a little insight to some of the nuances of the point construction.

Alan Cooper
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If you search, you will find that a point on the full-size
railway can be built entirely curved, with very special
castings for the crossing frogs. Such a feature is unusual,
and frogs were much more normally built from kits of
standard parts where the frog castings are built as straight
lengths, as shown here.
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The following pictures show a couple of points I’ve been
spending time on. The first picture shows the wing rail is at
a decidedly different angle to the V, meaning short
wheelbase stock would jump about, and longer wheelbase
stock may not even negotiate that section. The second
picture shows how I’ve realigned the wing rail to be in the
same plane as the nose, and this has required remedial work
on the following switch rail and the stock rail opposite. For
this particular point, coincidentally it also means the switch
rails are now better aligned with the stock rails.

Here’s a second point being worked on. The rail marked with an
arrow is the crossing wing rail I’ve realigned, and the adjacent
switch rail is in its original position. As you can see it’s quite a
significant difference, and consequently it makes a significant
difference to running qualities. Interestingly, the adjoining two
points to this one were both very good and don’t seem to need any
tweaks.
In the last couple of weeks I’ve sorted the final point on this board, which needed realignment,
correction of curved sections to make a smooth transition, tweak the frog area and then tweak the
switch blades – the realignment meant shortening them by 15mm. I am now attending to the
supporting work; point tie bars, sleeper gapping, ensuring all sleepers are soldered to the rails, and
providing copperclad sleepers at track ends where needed. The boards then also need a review for
dowel provision, bracing and protective end boards. Board BBW is all straight track and is basically
complete, though the same support work is ongoing – but we need more track to go much further.
I hope this run through helps, should you contemplate building your own track.

Alan Cooper
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Here’s BBV and BBW to show the progress we’ve
made

Actions list:
Baseboards
• Board alignment joints are being checked and completed as we progress with electrics and
track laying.
• Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
• Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; this is the ongoing priority.
• Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
• Signals - Apart from a few shunt signals, we need only 4 posts, with one wall-hung colour light
signal already built and attached to the Finchley station building. Bern has progressed these,
but we await further parts (Covid-delayed) to complete the set
Track
• Fiddle yard track will be re-laid in due course, and where copperclad is used the gapping is to
be done – being attended to
• Repairs to scenic board track ends – being attended to
• Point rodding Items to be identified and purchased.
• 3rd & 4th rails to be re-laid – Bern progressing
• Stubs on the end of the two council yard sidings need to be laid, to the end of the cork base.
• Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
• Lighting the layout - Jim is firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
Alan Cooper
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• The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, Jim has made a costing.
Scenic work
• There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
• The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley is prepared, with the final positioning of
buildings marked out. We may need to adapt positions of some of the buildings at the entrance
to the goods yard.
• We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
• A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond. How we represent Arkwright Mansions above the Finchley
Road cutting has been sketched out, and will require some detailed painting.
Here’s a baseboard-by baseboard overview
BBG 3rd & 4th rail re-laid, is wired and has its point motor.
End protectors are in progress.

BBH 3rd & 4th rail is re-laid, and is wired. End protectors are
in progress. Point rodding to follow.

BBI is wired and needs 3rd & 4th rails, which Bern will start
shortly. There are very small sections of track and buffer
stops to be fitted at the end of the Corporation sidings.
Point rodding to follow. End protectors are in progress.

BBJ needs 3rd & 4th rails and some track repairs, including
strengthening the section under the crossing that straddles
the right hand end. Point rodding to follow. End protectors
are in progress. Jim now has this board at home to progress
electrical work

Alan Cooper
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BBK needs 3rd & 4th rails and some track repairs, and is having
the wiring and point motors fitted currently. Point rodding
to follow. End protectors are in progress.
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BBL is where the scenic part of the layout morphs into the
non-scenic run to the fiddle yard. This may be disguised by
something like a footbridge. Some element of 3rd & 4th rail
will still be required. The original scheme considered an
information board at the front to hide the view and to
demonstrate the layout and the original railway.
The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as we
progress. End protectors are in progress.
BBM The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as
we progress. End protectors are in progress.

BBR The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as
we progress. End protectors are in progress.

BBS The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as
we progress. End protectors are in progress.

BBT The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as
we progress. End protectors are in progress. The basic
electrics have been prepared by Bob, and are now being
worked up for motors etc.

BBU End protectors are in progress. Bracing needs to be
done, ensure rails are complete. Point tie bars, sleeper
gapping, basic electrics and point motors have recently been
worked through by Jim.

Alan Cooper
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BBV. End protectors are in progress. Bracing needs to be
done. Tracks have been re-laid to the wider spacing now
required for the fiddle yard. Otherwise ensure rails are
complete and gapped, point tie bars, sleeper gapping, basic
electrics and point motors. The green highlights show
positions for loco lifts.
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BBW Track to be laid; almost complete. End protectors are in
progress.

BBX Track to be laid in conjunction with BBW to ensure it is
correctly aligned. End protectors are in progress.

BBY Track to be laid in conjunction with BBX to ensure it is
correctly aligned. The alignment bolts holes and dowels need
checking as we progress. End protectors are in progress.

BBZ The alignment bolts holes and dowels need checking as
we progress. End protectors are in progress.
Jim has
made good progress, providing the electrics and testing as he
goes.

Alan Cooper
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
A start had been made for testing signals, and that remains a priority for when we can get back to
something like normal.
Actions list:
Baseboards
• Fit new baseboard end protectors – these are partially done.
• Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly
• The protective transport battens on the rear of the backscene need refitting about an inch higher
than they used to be.
Electrics
• Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
• Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
• The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
• Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too, now we are moving to using beams and
trestles.

Alan Cooper
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AYLESBURY TOWN
No further actions to report
Actions list:
Baseboards
• Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
• Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
• Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning.
• Studying the plan and photographs it’s clear there’s a couple of small streams/culverts that
exist around the station. This needs some consideration about how they’ll be represented,
e.g. by cutting away some of the baseboard.
Scenic work
• All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
• Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
• Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
• Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Paul Moss obtaining some components
to trial first construction of some points
Electrics
• Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
• Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new.

CHERITON BISHOP
The layout will need a proper test, clean and review for damage for whenever a show is confirmed.

Alan Cooper
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Tuesday
unless stated
2020
06-Oct
13-Oct
20-Oct
27-Oct
03-Nov
10-Nov
17-Nov
24-Nov
01-Dec
08-Dec
15-Dec
22-Dec
29-Dec
05-Jan
12-Jan
19-Jan
26-Jan
02-Feb
09-Feb
16-Feb
23-Feb

CLUB TIMETABLE

Issue No 34 September 2020
Activity notes

AGM to be considered

Christmas – no club night

Show day is arranged for 20 February, pending a final decision

Other show news
Show cancelled - Invitation for Fareham show, Sutton
3/4 Oct-20
24/25 Oct-20 Show cancelled - Nominal invitation for Sutton to attend Taunton show
Show cancelled - Possible invite for Finchley to Stevenage – but we may push Sutton!
Jan-21
Show cancelled - Cheriton invited to Stafford (postponed from 2020)
Feb-21
Show cancelled - Possible invite for Finchley to Leamington, LNWRS anniversary event
Mar-21
30 Apr/
Tentative invitation for the Bristol show, both Cheriton and Sutton
1 May -21
15/16 MayMarket Deeping Show, at Stamford, with Cheriton
21
Invitation for Fareham show, Sutton -subject to confirmation, with a possibility to be
2/3 Oct-21
deferred to a later show up to 2025
Cheriton invited to Stafford (postponed from 2020), subject to confirmation
5/6 Feb-22
• We’ve cheekily asked Tony Wright to get an invite to Glasgow
• There is an enquiry from Swansea for Sutton, via a Facebook page for model rail
exhibitions – potentially we can advertise our layouts there occasionally.

Alan Cooper
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

03-Oct

Rail Tour

06-Oct

Rail Tour

17-Oct

Rail Tour

17-Oct

Rail Tour

14-Nov
22-Nov

Rail Tour
Rail Tour

28-Nov

Rail Tour

05-Dec
06-DEc

Rail Tour
Rail Tour

19-Dec

Rail Tour

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

The Easterling, Tornado, Kings Cross to Lowestoft
The Windsor Pullman, top and tail with WCRC 47/57, Skegness to
Windsor
The Yorkshireman, Duchess of Sutherland Ealing to York, 47/57 return
Canterbury & White Cliffs Statesman, Leicester – Canterbury via ECML,
TBC
Midland Pullman, St Pancras –to Manchester Piccadilly, with an HST.
Steam Dreams Ealing to York, TBA outward, diesel return
The York Yuletide Express, Tornado outwards, Duchess of Sutherland
return, Ealing to York
The Lyndum Fayre, Duchess of Sutherland Kings Cross - Lincoln
Steam Dreams Tornado Ealing –to Lincoln
The Christmas White Rose, Tornado outwards, Duchess of Sutherland
return, Kings Cross to York

Although rail tours seem to be getting going again, everything else is cancelled, with the exception of a couple of
tentatively hopeful ‘to be confirmed’.

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
SLS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB-A
LCGB-B

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society
•
Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin
•
Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)
•
Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.
•
Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
St Albans meetings at 7:30pm on Thursdays at Chiswell Green United Reformed Church
Bedford meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL

Model Event

See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or Railway Herald.

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

Alan Cooper
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MEMBERS' MATTERS: Alan Cooper
Building a Kirk Gresley Buffet Car; a start.
I wanted a project when on holiday recently, and decided to have a go at this kit, which I’ve had for
more years than I care to remember. Standards of proprietary models have come a long way since I
bought this, and I’m well aware of opinions of this being regarded as a simple and basic kit.
Certainly that would apply to the instructions!
My aim for this is to build it mainly as provided, but we’ll see. Writing this may encourage me to see
it through to the end, even if it doesn’t go well – and if so, I won’t lose any sleep over it and maybe
buy a Hornby version instead.
Some basic research was conducted via my
bookshelves and on the web – I’ve copies of Hugh
Longworth’s works on Pre-Nationalisation Coaches
of British Railways, and LNER Coaches by Michael
Harris.
From the books I gleaned the coach is a Diagram
167 Buffet. It’s a Gresley 61’6” design
introduced in 1933, with further examples (25 in
all) built up to 1937, and all but 1 survived until
at least 1961 (a sensible latest year for my layout)
Initial usage, and preservation, as follows:
Running
No
9126
9111
9112
9113
9114
9133
9115
9116
9117
9118
9119
9120
9121
9122
9123
9124
9125
9127
9128
9129

Built

Initial use

Preservation & other notes

1933

Fort William – Glasgow

1935

Newcastle – Carlisle and
Leeds - Hull
Yarmouth – Liverpool Street

1936

Excursion & relief

Only version to carry maroon livery in un-rebuilt form
Rowley Manor, Croughton, Northants
Great Central Railway, poor condition
Epping Ongar Railway, poor condition
Scrapped 1949

North east

1937

9130
9131
9132
9134
9135

Alan Cooper

Great Central Railway, good condition
Rushden Station, fair condition
Great Central Railway, fair condition

Excursion & relief
Manchester – Cleethorpes

Cambridge – Liverpool Street
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North Norfolk Railway, rebuilt internally in late 50s
In LNER teak as 641, North Yorkshire Moors Railway, good
condition
Preserved at Carnforth but scrapped for spares in 1983
In LNER teak as 643, Severn Valley Railway, good condition
In LNER teak as 644, Boness Railway
Nemesis Rail, Burton-upon-Trent, derelict
In LNER teak as 650, National Railway Museum, in good
condition
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5 examples remained in service until 1976, with no less than 12
listed as preserved (see cs.rhrp.org.uk) For you chefs, the 1933
and 1935 builds were provided with gas cooking equipment, and
thereafter electric – and incidentally, 1933 and 1935 builds had light
bogies, the later builds had heavy bogies.
Supporting notes on RMWeb state that the bulk of coaches were
refurbished from the late 1950s, and the only coach to be painted
maroon before refurbishment was 9133. The internal
refurbishment included formica walls, blanked-off windows, lowered
ceilings and enclosed bar area, with cooking equipment converted to
propane gas.
The original seating was in the form of individual chrome-finish tubular steel chairs, which had a
reputation for being uncomfortable. They are also nothing like the seating provided in the kit, which
is much more akin to the replacement BR MK1 seating used in coach 9131 on the SVR – as in the photo
- and I don’t fancy building 24 model chairs out of thin wire. I’ll use the kit!
Here’s all the parts provided, excepting the Kean Maygib wheel sets.
All the parts have a degree of flash
to be pared or filed off, as in this
end piece, or the enormous sprue
attached to the side without any
removal markers (below) which
needed a fine saw and some
swearing.

Alan Cooper
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I found the flash on the bogie mouldings to
be challenging to identify against the
mouldings that should remain! I found a
picture of a bogie that gives a clue as to
what they should look like.

The picture on the left is ‘before’ cleaning, compared to the ‘after’ view on the right. I’ve found that
the smaller parts are easy to remove (!) and will likely have wire added as a repair.

The instructions comprise very simplistic overviews for the bogies, body, underframe and internals,
with a simple (to scale) plan view of the floor layout for bar, tables, seating and roof vents.
The
roof provided has dimples in the moulding for roof vent positions, but is a generic moulding and none
of the vent positions align with the dimples!
Start with the body shell – 2 sides, 2 ends and 2 floor pieces. Only the ends have a moulded ridge to
align the sides, but one has to take care to ensure the top of the sides aligns correctly with the ends
to avoid leaving a gap when the roof is fitted. I know this! And consequently I’m likely to have to
disguise a small amount of damage before painting. The floor aligns along the inside bottom edge of
the side.

At this point I’ve stopped to assess the next steps – the extent to what needs painting before further
assembly, and preparing the internal details provided. I’ll also start putting the bogies together and
prepare the roof.
Further research during this build led me to join the LNER Modelling facebook page, from where I was
directed to The LNER Coach Association. A brief message to them returned a very nice reply with a
couple of pictures and a link to https://www.steve-banks.org/prototype-and-traffic/364-lner-buffetcars-61-6#close, from which I discovered the information in Michael Harris’ book isn’t necessarily
accurate (!) and Steve provides some corrections. There’s also an article published in Back Track
magazine in January 1995, which I found in my box files, plus a scale drawing from Model Railway
Constructor and an article from the Scalefour Society on improving Kirk coach kits. Phew!
Next time: Will Alan drill all the holes in the right place? Will he even manage to make any
progress? Or will the devilish Mr Kirk do his dastardly dirtiest and get the upper hand? All will be
revealed in the next instalment…
Alan Cooper
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Constructing Model Buildings – a Quick Guide
There are often times that I can’t reference what I need in a book (or on the web) as simply and
quickly as I’d like, or I’d just need some basic reminders, and so occasionally I’ll knock up some
support notes as a guide. I’ve been working on one for model buildings for a little while, even though
I’ve made some models in the past without this! However, it may yet prove useful, and I hope it
might persuade some of you to have a go.
I’ve taken the principles here from a handful of books, mainly Making Model Buildings the Pendon Way
(Wild Swan), along with Architectural Modelling by Dave Rowe (also Wild Swan) and Creating Model
Buildings by Geoff Taylor. I’ve included page references (in brackets) for the Pendon book, originally
and principally for my own benefit, to be able to refer to details.
PREPARATION
• Carry out field work, take/refer to photos and make sketches. (1)
• Consider site of model, & base required so it sits ‘in’ not ‘on’ the layout
• Consider level of detail, i.e. more if near to viewer, less if further away, or scale – eg reduced
scale at the rear of the layout.
• Scale drawing to confirm dimensions, position of details, folds & joins, access for detailing and
lighting. Can use sample brick papers, sample doors & windows as an aid; allow for depth of
the underlying structural walls when measuring up.
CONSTRUCTION
• Mark up the structure material with the scale drawing (10) 30 thou sheet for walls, 40 thou
for the base, or good quality thick card. Styrene sheet may need laminating to reduce warping
– can use Limonene or double-sided tape.
• Cut out all apertures, allow for chimney outline and roof profiles
• Where possible leave excess material in place initially, to ease handling
• Add surface papers or styrene sheets, embossing, textures and build chimney stacks (13)
• Add cills, lintels, gutter supports, ornate wall work as required.
• Prepare any folds and joins (25)
PAINT & FIRST FIX
• Paint walls before any further detailing, first stage of light weathering (20)
• Consider what illumination is required
• Prepare/build windows and doors, consider whether to be open or closed.
• Paint then fit. Add nets and curtains. For smaller scales or reduced detail can consider using
a photo of curtains etc behind any glazing. (27, 29)
SECOND FIX ASSEMBLY
• Fit floor bracing and floor, paint black (33). If using card, paint internally with dilute PVA to
seal it all
• Add upper floor and bracing, paint black (35)
• Add internal detail as required
• Fix chimneys (40)
• Add doorsteps
• Finish any decorative woodwork on frontage
• Build the roof – Thatch (43) Tiles (57) Slates (62) Corrugated (83)
FINAL FIX
• Barge boards, fascias, chimney cap and pots
• Rainwater goods
• Signs, awnings, aerials & other accoutrements
• Paint colours (91) and final weathering (73)
Alan Cooper
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Brick sizes
Brick counting is often advocated as a method to estimate dimensions of a building.
But beware! Brick and mortar dimensions do vary, despite ‘standard’ measures.

Before 1960
4mm scale
After 1960
4mm scale

Height

Width

Length

80mm
1.05mm
65mm
0.85mm

120mm
1.57mm
120mm
1.57mm

270mm
3.54mm
215mm
2.82mm

Mortar
minimum
5mm
0.066mm

Mortar
common
7mm
0.092mm
10mm
0.131mm

On that basis, a wall of 20 bricks high by 20 bricks long could be, to scale, either:
5 feet 8 inches high and 18 feet 1.5 inches long, or
4 feet 10.5 inches high and 14 feet 8.5 inches long
So as you can see, there could be considerable differences, the latter being some 14% smaller in
height and 19% smaller in length.
Guideline chimney stack dimensions
No of flues
1
2
3
4

Size, inches
18 x 18
18 x 31.5
18 x 45
18 x 58.5 or
31.5 x 31.5

4mm scale
6mm x 6mm
6 x 10.5
6 x 15
6 x 19.5 or
10.5 x 10.5

Typical Victorian sash windows
Width 4’, height 5’ to 6’
Width 5’, height 6’ to 7’

In 4mm 16mm x 20mm to 24mm
20mm x 24mm to 28mm

Typical door lining sizes
27 x
30 x
32 x
34 x
36 x

78 inches
78
80
82
84

In 4mm

9mm x 26mm
10mm x 26mm
10.67mm x 26.67mm
11.33mm x 27.33mm
12mm x 28mm

Roof pitches
Make sure you pitch your roof right for the materials you want to represent! Apparently very few
pitches are at 45 degrees.
Lead – up to 5 degrees
Iron/asbestos – from 5 degrees
Slate – 22.5 to 35 degrees, but up to 85 degrees
Pantile – 35 to 40 degrees
Pantile, Double Roman – 30 to 35 degrees
Thatch – 40 to 50 degrees
Stone slate – 50 degrees

Alan Cooper
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Slates
There’s many sizes of slate, suitable for many pitches of roof – here’s a useful table I found on the
web:

However, this doesn’t account for all sizes – there’s also Empress (26” by 16”), Wide Header (14” by
12”), Small Header (13” by 10”), Double (12” by 6”) and Single (10” by 5”)
Roofing slates are about ¼ inch thick, give or take 1/16th, and in 4mm this is 0.04mm, or 1.5 thou.
Tiles
King Henry IV set the dimensions of a roof tile, which remained the standard until
1999. These are 265mm long and 165mm wide, about ½ inch thick, in 4mm 3.48mm by 2.17mm,
0.08mm thick (3 thou)
Material sizes
Here’s a useful table to compare millimetre scale to thousandths of an inch; many styrene sheets and
strips are sold in measurements of thousandths on an inch.
4mm scale measure
Thou' of
Millimetres
one inch
5
0.13
10
0.25
15
0.38
20
0.51
25
0.64
30
0.76
35
0.89
40
1.02
45
1.14
50
1.27
55
1.4
60
1.52
65
1.65
70
1.78
75
1.91
80
2.03
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Inches

Millimetres

0.38
0.76
1.14
1.52
1.91
2.29
2.67
3.05
3.43
3.81
4.19
4.57
4.95
5.33
5.72
6.1

9.7
19.4
29
38.7
48.4
58.1
67.7
77.4
87.1
96.8
106.5
116.1
125.8
135.5
145.2
154.8
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4mm scale measure
Thou' of
Millimetres
one inch
85
2.16
90
2.29
95
2.41
100
2.54
105
2.67
110
2.79
115
2.92
120
3.05
125
3.18
130
3.3
135
3.43
140
3.56
145
3.68
150
3.81
155
3.94

Inches

Millimetres

6.48
6.86
7.24
7.62
8
8.38
8.76
9.14
9.53
9.91
10.29
10.67
11.05
11.43
11.81

164.5
174.2
183.9
193.5
203.2
212.9
222.6
232.3
241.9
251.6
261.3
271
280.6
290.3
300
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Suppliers
As you’d expect, there’s a range of suppliers for model makers, and here’s a selection for you to
consider – I’m sure it’s not a definitive list. Some are definitely better than others! Home print firms
often supply wall finishes as well as complete ‘kits’
Product types
Products
Supplier
3D Printing Corner
3dk.ca
4D Model Shop
Ambis
Ancorton Models
Brassmasters
Dexter’s Cove Models
Dornaplas
Evergreen
Fine Scale Buildings Ltd
In the greenwood laser
Kingsway Models
Knightwing
KS Laser Design
LCut Creative
Metcalfe
Model Scenery Supplies
Modelbuildings.org
ModelU
P&D Marsh
Peco – building kits
Peedie Models
RailModel.co.uk
Railwayscenics
Ratio
Redutex
Roger Smith Model Railways
Scalescenes.com
Scenerybuilder.com
Severn Models
Shapeways
Skytrex
Slaters
SmartModels
Smartmodels.co.uk
South Eastern Finecast
Stoneybridge structures
Superquick
Ten Commandments
TimberTracks
Timecast
Townstreet
Wills
Wordsworthcardkits
York Model Making
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Resin print
Home print
Various
Etches, sheets
Laser & 3D
Etches
Laser & 3D print
Plastic
Plastic
Home print
Laser
Card
Plastic
Laser
Laser
Card
Home print
3D print
Laser
Plastic
Resin, brass
Laser
Card, home print
Plastic, brass
Card
Home print
Home print
Brass
3D supplier
Plastic
Plastic
Laser, 3D and home
print
Plastic
Laser
Card
Plaster
Laser kits, cast items
Acrylic
Stone cast
Plastic
Home print
Laser
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Many interior details
Textured sheets and kits
Lots of materials
Windows & corrugated sheets
Building kits
Windows
Kits, windows, doors, chimneys and more
Doors, windows, guttering, building kits and more
Styrene sheets and sections
Building kits
Building kits
Building kits
Building kits & detail items
Kits
Kits, windows, a good range
Kits
Self-adhesive building papers
Building kits
Chimneys, rainwater goods
Building kits
Building kits
Building kits, doors & windows
Building kits, kits and parts
Building kits and sheet materials
Windows, building kits
Self-adhesive wall and roof sheets
Building kits
Building kits and walling sheets
Building kits and walling sheets
Building kits
All manner of detailing items
Building parts
Styrene sheet & strip
Building sections
Building kits, walling sheets, chimneys, ridge tiles,
windows
Embossed sheets
Building kits, windows
Building kits and walling papers
Cast model building sections
Rainwater goods, chimneys, building kits
Building kits
Building models
Building kits, windows, walls, rainwater goods
Building kits and walling sheets
Windows, doors, tiles, slates, building kits & more
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TRAFFIC NOTICE
East-West Rail
Consultants were appointed in August to work with Local Authorities to make a business case for
building of traffic for the eastern section of the EWR.
Great Northern & ECML route
It’s no great surprise to find there are restrictions to travel arrangements, but LNER decided only from
7 September that all its train seats will be reservation only. Furthermore, they were no longer going
to be accepting cross-ticketing from other train companies. More usefully, perhaps, is that you can
now use an app to order refreshments without leaving the comfort (?) of your seat, stewards
delivering everything – even in Standard Class.
Stevenage Platform 5 came into use from 2 August

21 August, Arlesey station – Azuma set 111 is 9 minutes late on the Up Slow, with the 07:35 from
Harrogate to Kings Cross.
60 or so years ago….
Continuing from Newsletter 33, here’s a further selection of articles from Trains Illustrated and RCTS
Railway Observer magazines, dating between 1957 and 1960. My apologies for the poor scan of the
LD&ECR article. Reproduced with kind permission of Ian Allan, and with a further selection planned
for the next issue.

Alan Cooper
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NOTICE BOARD
•

Continued and ongoing from No 10–
Oerlikon units: as issue 30
This project may be nearing its final phase –
London Road Models is currently advertising the
parts to complete a kit will be available shortly.
At one time we could only have dreamed of this,
so I’m very thankful it’s being done, though I
remain on tenterhooks!

•

Continued from 21, and remains open
We may consider a small new layout once we’ve
got Finchley and Aylesbury properly progressed,
to be fully considered and planned before
anything is built. It will be aided enormously if it
will make use of the trestles and beams and is
not a large scheme! The floor is open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas from
Bob, primarily as adaptations or additions to the
club’s existing layouts – e.g. variations on a docks
area for Sutton, an additional baseboard for
Cheriton to make a through line. Jim has
suggested a preserved line scheme, and there’s a
suggestion for Cromer Beach.

•

Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the following
in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L , XL)

•

Standing item:
If you want your stock to run on club layouts then
it will need to conform to minimum standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale)
is using fine code 40. For any layout we need to
stock it with appropriate items conforming to
those track standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, backto-backs and couplings that will enable the layout
to operate smoothly. The OO layouts use Sprat &
Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift the
presentation of any layout.

Alan Cooper
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AND FINALLY…
eBay is a great source of historic photographs and documents. I have a number of searches in place
for anything that might be of interest, and Finchley Road is one of them.
With such an esoteric subject, it’s always a surprise to me to actually see anything! But nonetheless,
occasionally something turns up, and in August this drawing turned up and I purchased it for less than
a fiver. I have no idea of its source or its age, and it has no tear marks so has not been removed
from a book – but there’s no denying the interest in connection with our layout. The plan is marked
LNWR and refers to agreements, the latest of which is December 1904. It demonstrates that (at that
time) the stub siding – coloured red - above the running lines leads to the Borough of Hampstead yard,
whilst the siding - also in red - below the running lines crossed the public footpath (known as Black
Path - is that allowed now?) into the electricity generating station, also Borough of Hampstead. This
siding was abandoned before WW2 and is not featured on our model.
Some useful details are marked. The signal box is shown about half way along this plan. Our model
version has a branch link line to the Midland, so the box had to move, closer to the upper red-marked
siding. That siding’s notes confirm a gate was in place, and the road crossing over the siding states it
was paved with setts.
LNWR boundary lines are marked in green and that shows the Black Path was
on the railway territory.
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